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Liz Cheney Hanged na GITMO
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pondělí 24. dubna

Liz Cheneyová stála na šibenici s pleteným provazem kolem krku a

naposledy se nadechla k posmívání prezidenta Donalda J. Trumpa –

který nebyl přítomen – a jeho „přisluhovačů“ a obvinila je z

kolektivního podvracení ústavy, aby prosadili „soukromou značku“.

spravedlnosti.” Její oči, otevřené do úzkých štěrbin, jako řezy nožem,

si prohlížely důstojníky, kteří stáli pod ní a před ní, jako by si

zapamatovala tváře pro budoucí boj proti nim.

Jak je u věšení typické, uniformovaný voják zatahal za lano táhnoucí

se od Cheneyho krku k trámu několik stop nad nimi a testoval, zda

není povolený a napnutý. Kývl na viceadmirála Crandalla, čímž dal

najevo, že je připraven stisknout tlačítko.
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Zrzavý Cheney blábolil o tom, jak Trump a admirál Crandall nakonec

budou čelit vlastním tribunálům s předem stanoveným rozsudkem

viny. Řekla, že je a jejich spoluspiklence čeká nevyhnutelný osud.

Trumpa a admirála považovala za odpovědné za smrt jejího otce a

řekla, že jim její „lid“ usekne hlavu.

"Všichni jste odsouzeni k záhubě," řekla a zatřásla svá spoutaná

zápěstí a nazvala admirál Crandall dráždivý, jako bzučící komár,

který čeká na rozmáčknutí.

„To není osobní; Nemám ze svých povinností žádnou radost,“ řekl

viceadmirál Crandall. "Složil jsi přísahu naší zemi - dovol mi, abych

se opravil." Není to vaše země. Přestala být vaší zemí v okamžiku, kdy

jste zradil ústavu. Jste neameričan. Vy, vaši lidé, stojíte tam nahoře a

držíte se bez viny, bez obav z toho, co jste udělali. Lituji tě; Opravdu

ano."

Admirál vypadal neobvykle trpělivě. Dal Cheneymu větší volnost, než

měl předchozí Deep Statery na popravišti. Jeho tvář byla bez výrazu,

ale zdálo se, že se upřímně zajímá o to, co lidi jako Cheney přimělo

klíštět – co je vedlo k tomu, aby si cenili chamtivosti před

dobročinností? Jaká přesvědčivá síla je zbavila slušnosti? Jeho

nezaujatý pohled se stal zmateným, když poslouchal Cheneyův

nenávistný monolog, její jazyk švihal jako had, když proklínala

admirála a jeho rodinu.

„Zabil jsi mého otce. Zabil jsi mé přátele. A za to zemřeš,“ řekl

Cheney.

Admirál toho zjevně slyšel dost. Přikázal vojákovi na plošině, aby

zmáčkl tlačítko, ao vteřinu později se Cheney houpal ve větru. Lékař

námořnictva potvrdil Cheneyho smrt a poznamenal čas: 9:30,

pondělí 24. dubna.

Adm. Crandall měl nabitý program. Stále musel dohlížet na oběšení

dvou zkorumpovaných federálů a pak nastoupit na jeden z několika

letů, které ho nakonec dopravily na Guam, kde se v dohledné době
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budou konat tribunály.

(Návštíveno 71 632 krát, 25 810 návštěv dnes)

 

Actually, it is not fiction at all. The Principles for this action is found

in the Creator/Saviour’s Tech Manual on Life: Deut 19: 18 And the

judges shall make diligent inquisition: and, behold, if the witness be

a false witness, and hath testified falsely against his brother;

 
19 Then shall ye do unto him, as he had thought to have done unto

his brother: so shalt thou put the evil away from among you.

 
20 And those which remain shall hear, and fear, and shall henceforth

commit no more any such evil among you.

 
21 And thine eye shall not pity; but life shall go for life, eye for eye,

tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot.

Ok, what about all the others on that committee? Kisinger? That

black chairman guy? They should have all been taken out at the same

time.
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damn liz just tweeted a few hours ago. welp guess the clone got

executed. Spartacus set the rules, not me

she even looked evil, her dad shot his friend in the back on a so called

hunting trip……how ironic !

Slowly but surely the cabal is being taken down. A huge concern is

Vanguard and Blackrock are taking over centralized food production

technologies and soon will have near total control over OUR food

supply in America. The C19 jabs/boosters didn’t kill enough of us, so

now it is our food supply! On a side note, Blackrock owns 59m shares

of Dominion (cheating voting system) and Blackrock owns 45.7m

shares of Fox. Blackrock sued itself and fired Tucker Carlson as part

of that lawsuit. God help us!!!

Even though the NWO is dead as per BlackRock’s CEO they still want

to kill us. FIGHT BACK!!

TRUMP HURRY BACK, PLEASE!!

The world has been watching Military MOVIES since 1999 to 2023 to

wake-up the world of who is evil among us on Earth. The two

websites reporting on Military executions are REAL RAW NEWS and

AMERICAN MEDIA GROUP. Compare their lists of EXECUTED

DEMONS. Enjoy! 🙂

Last edited 6 hours ago by FireDog

I checked out the American Media Group site. Alas, not much new

and what is there is presented with repetition and sensationalism.

Makes me all the more grateful for RealRawNews.

Thank you so much I will check it out…. May God protect all those

that are in this fight to free our Country and the World…. Make Earth

Great Again….
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Thank goodness the Cheney’s horror show is over. We could bill Liz

for a grade B horror flick as”Blon” Cheney co starring her dad Dick

Head Dick Cheney. Ha, ha, ha, whore, whore, whore. Sorry for the

bluntness but I have absolute disdain and total contempt for the

Cheneys

Correction: “Liz” Cheney was a MALE. The transgender MALES wear

“scar necklaces” that expose the surgery to shave off the MALE

Adam’s apple to appear FEMALE. Only MALES wear the “scar

necklace” from side-to-side of the neck with the incision hole over

the Adam’s apple area. Just saying….

That is what the Illuminati Does, the First Born have to Change

Gender in all these families…. All in an effort to Defy GOD…. How

else could these gender changing couples have kids? Just saying….

These kids are matched up by DNA… It is about as Screwy as you can

get….

Whence her overweening confidence about the “fate” awaiting

Trump and Crandall? Could it be that demons, whether directly or

indirectly, assured her of this, and she stupidly took them at their

word?

She was deliberately trying to scare them. If they don’t buy in, it

won’t work. It is fear that is fed on by the dark ones and demons.

She’s done.
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This is great news. She is a traitor that interferred in our election.

Hang in there Vice Admiral Crandall, I swear your doing Gods work.

These practicing Satanists participate in 8 human sacrifices a year

minimum. Your saving the lives of the innocent. Luke 19:27 But

these enemies of mine who would not be King over them bring them

here and kill them in front of me.

I am making over $20 k a month working part time. I am a

full time college student and just working for 3 to 4 hrs a

day. Everybody (der-02) must try this home online job now

by just using this

Following Website———-

>> https://prosalary1.blogspot.com/

Last edited 8 hours ago by Delavic

Online, Google paid $45 per hour. Nine months have

passed since my close relative last had a job, but in the

previous month she earned $10500 by working 8 hours a

day from home. Now is the time for everyone to try this job

by using this website…

Click the link—↠ https://prosalary1.blogspot.com/

Last edited 8 hours ago by Delavic

Look folks, you can’t just pop in and grab a few black hats, scumbags,

ex-patriots, evil doers etc…even though you got them by the nads.

You have to let them all continue to expose themselves as all the

evidence is being compiled against ALL of them. Otherwise, the next

one that sneaks in the back door of selected elections will have zero

control to realign this country because there will be too many

minions still around with the ability to thwart any progress. We all

know God has this so just trust in him that goodness will prevail

against the evil in this universe…eventually. The Rothschilds are at

the top of this pyramid and they have groomed and chosen the nazi

https://prosalary1.blogspot.com/
https://prosalary1.blogspot.com/
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Schwab to run this world so to be able to take down the bigger

picture here (globally) you have to think big, plan big, act big and

PRAY BIG. This is way bigger that just the sh*tshow in the United

States. Switzerland is NOT neutral, it’s where all the elites live and

run the world from. If you plan on taking down the BIG FISH you’re

gonna need a bigger boat.

I think there is someone above the Rothschilds. A French family.

From what I understand, the “Elites” run to Belgium. Today’s

(4/28)U.S. Military News GCR Report.

It wouldn’t surprise me at all if the top evil elites are French. The

French hereabouts are extremely handicapped by an inbred, inferior

intelligence. This is just generally speaking. I have some good French

friends…but not many. The rest are small minded morons. I don’t

know what it is about them, except that it must be their fierce

inbreeding. Look what they did to Joan of Arc. She saved them from

100 years tyranny by the British. Then, the French allowed the

British to burn her in Rheims, in their own country!!!!! They watched

her burn after all she did for them!!!!!! The French deserve what they

get imo. I cannot stand any of them except for a few French friends

that are not of the French hive mentality. The rest of them hate any

humanity that is not them. Thus the inbreeding. The elites, evidently,

are famous for their inbreeding as well. They consider themselves

“blue-bloods.”

Last edited 2 hours ago by Windtalker

FEDERAL RESERVE bogus bankster money system is Dead,

Dead, Dead.

(remove 2 spaces)

 
https ://usdebtclock .org/ (you might need to scroll down to see it

all)
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At the left about halfway down is a box marked Money Creation,

what our money is made from. What we conspiracy theorists called

debt money created out of thin air.

At the upper right is a box named Debt Clock Time Machine.

Click it and you can go back in years as far as 1980. In 2023, 2027

the Money Creation is in US Treasury Dollars NOW. In prior

years, the Money Creation was in Federal Reserve Monetary

Base, the unlawful ripoff from the shyster Banksters back in 1913.

Notice the US Total Debt is 80,000,000,000,000+. (trillions) That

is their debt, not ours. All that money going to Ukraine is their

money, not ours. Eventually we will be repaid our stolen wage tax

funds from confiscated quadrillions.

Any day now, you will begin to see broke banksters diving off of

skyscrapers, cliffs, and high balconies. Good riddance to bad rubbish.

 
Our Commander-in-Chief has stuck it to them.

Agreed,. Any DAY now.

 
Quantum financial digital system will be evidentl

 
“What we conspiracy theorists”..are anticipating,

 
Becoming visible to the masses of

 
those who are awake

 😏👍

Other truthers, well respected might I add, are saying the same thing.

Let’s hope and pray and not worry. Am leaving everything in Gods

hands. Blessings from the REAL Delavic, 🙏🙏🙏

Keep’in the faith, just get impatient some days. Said it before.. what

helps me get my patience back.. is just imagining what those poor

little souls went through waiting for help.

US Treasury dollars will be issued interest free, debt free.

 
No, USTN (US Treasury Notes) are part of the old Debt-Bondage

Usury System. Billions for the banksters, compounding debts for the

people.
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DStards’ fury of indignation and rage are delicious to the patriots’

sensibility!

So now the DStards are just going to throw temper tantrums until

they get their way??

What’s taking the next fakedemic so long? I mean, just go door to

door and force the vaccine and confiscate our guns if the DStards are

so confident and strong!

Bring. It.

We.Are.Unafraid

They are gathering the info to do that. I believe WHO has added a

medical code for covid unvaxxed. Typically these codes are used for

medical billing, but this new one is to find unvaxxed. Trump better

hurry up with his plans.

hey, MB, are the tribunals go to stay the same here or is there

another place to go to? Just like her daddy they had no remorse for

doing what they have done to our country, and blamed someone else

for their misfortune when they should take a good look in the mirror

and to think this is the way American people rule, and not by satanic

rituals that surround them.

“and not by satanic rituals that surround them.”

not so fast, these rituals will replace everything you thought you

knew about america. can’t wait!!!

Seems we have a large number of Russia fans and Putin worshippers

here who owe their hearts and allegiance to Mother Russia.

I have watched Putin for years. I would not like to live in Russia, but

think it might be safer there for many. He has been pushing morality

and family values for years. He is a strong believer and participates
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in Russian Orthodox Services. (He also has a tremendous sense of

humor). If you think about it, He and Trump have a lot in common.

Intellect and “put country first”. (God, family, country).

Just got out of bed with your mom. She can keep the change I left

I can’t wait for your karma to hit you square in the face. Because it

will.

Bye Liz. You gonna need that nice house over in the Tetons? You

don’t mind if I spend a few nights there while you are in, well, you

know, that ‘warm’ place?

You should immediately go over to that house and stay for a bit. Tell

us how it goes.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Will Caulfield

And have fun riding the horses, they need a new friend apart from

that witch who lived there. Even animals sense evil.

The demon question,how is it they let than happen? at first when

they make contact,demons are fully deceitful,they appear to be

assisting you,Lapdogs if you will.Those lapdogs slip that leash.

What do you mean? “Let” that happen! Maybe you should study the

whole area of demon possession, and how it can and does happen.

Oh God help us if she thinks like this.

He is explaining how he thinks it happens. I think he may be right

about wanting to appear helpful at first

Suggestion- hanging is a pretty horrible method of execution but why

not dial it up a few notches? Beheading, on a big oak block with a

shirtless muscular Marine swinging a broad ax. After the chop he

picks it up by the hair while the assembled witnesses cheer, the dull

lifeless eyes staring at them and the blood dripping from the neck

stump
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That idea needs to be tested on YOU TWO

.to see if it is viable.

 
There would be such a mess to clean up

 
Blood everywhere !

 
Visualize the scene.. would you ?

 
This notion,. All for WHAT?

 
Entertainment?

 
Lousy idea..

Sir I don’t think anybody is entertained by it..Relieved perhaps.after

what they have done I understand in a way.Yet you can’t repay evil

with evil.Serving justice is the more important thing,In Guam it

could be walking the plank..
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Last edited 10 hours ago by Delavic

Dear Mr Baxter , thank you for everything , Plz just take down all

 
the media ! Plz do it now ! No more handling this with kid gloves .

They don’t deserve it ! Move in take Biden and his corrupt family

down . K Harris was not born here as Obama was not either . How do

they come in being Pres or vice Pres . That’s against our constitution.

So all I was saying in my last comment is why do we have to follow

the constitution while they do not ! They get everything they want .

When we follow our laws we don’t move forward they do ! So I think

go take them out or we need to break a few rules to get the job done .

I agree we need a constitution but right now they are walking all over

it and we are allowing it . So just do what must be done . Then after

the clean up we can go back to the constitution. They know they can

get away with making they’re own rules , so let’s stop them now ! No

more wasted time we don’t have time . Save the children from

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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trafficking no digital currency so they have no control of us. Close the

boarder right now send illegals home . The cost is incredible ! They

want they’re votes ! Through out the voting machines , paper only

one day vote ID also. Get these criminals from

 
Prisons the hell out of our country . Trust in god keep praying but be

on the alert . Keep something in your homes to defend yourselves in

case of civil war . We must keep fighting and talking about it ! Speed

what the swamp is doing sending our boys to war in Ukraine, didn’t

even ask or tell us ! All the bio labs and sex trafficking in Ukraine

they are trying to hide , while we die for them and they take our tax

money and VA money ! Are we waking up America ! They want us at

war to hide they’re corruption in Ukraine . Many corrupt us

politicians are invested in Ukraine, all over globally . The money

laundering is incredible at any cost . Now they want to cut Medicare

and SS , chg interest in those who have good credit buying a home !

REALLY !

GO away you moron troll…..look in the mirror and then you get a

good laugh

BIDEN IS NOT PRESIDENT TRUMP IS DON’T WORRY THEY

WILL NOT TAKE OUR SOCIAL SECURITY OR MEDICARE—-

TRUMP AND THE MILITARY ARE IN CONTROL THEY ARE IN

THE BACKGROUND TAKING ALL THE EVIL OUT BE A LITTLE

MORE PATIENT I KNOW IT’S HARD EVEN I FIND IT 2 HARD

SOMETIMES AND WISH IT WAS OVER BUT WE WENT

THROUGH THIS FOR 3 YEARS NOW IT’S ALMOST OVER—YOU

WILL BE HAPPY IN THE END I PROMISE YOU!

Does your idea of an end date include 2024, before or after?

If nothing is changed before 2024 with election laws and illegal ballot

dumps, Trump will not win “period”.

 
You can keep telling yourself Trump will win, “he will not”.

Computers are to easy to just tell the people who won and by how

much.
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They will just shut down the election and finish the take over. The

White Hats? have done nothing to stop the cheating so the bad guys

are going to keep doing it. Changing small things so as to make sure

in more than one way they will win.

 
AZ, and PA midterms both showed they will continue to keep taking

seats in every election.

I’m hoping things start to change here soon in this year,

 
They want to bring more people out of the dark but are showing

incompetence as for their method at this point in time.

Last edited 5 hours ago by snoppy

Thank you for your reports Michael. They are very important to keep

our spirits up. You reported that 2 clones of Hillary and one of Bill

Clinton were unlived. But Hillary is still popping up. Will Jag keep

taking them out as well as a Liz if she pops up?

They made a lot of clones of Hillary as well as Pence. Truth about

Pence would make you sick.

PENCE IS ALREADY GONE THAT IS A CLONE OR ACTOR —THEY

TOOK HIM OUT BECAUSE HE TRIED TO ASSASSINATE 2 TIMES

BECAUSE HE PENCE WANTED TO BE PRESIDENT HE WAS

EXECUTED PLUS HE KILLED 187 CHILDREN HIM N HIS WIFE

WERE BAD LIKE THE REST OF THEM HE WAS A PEDO.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 11 hours ago by Delavic

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Blameless? Predetermined verdict of guilty? What about those

thousands of victims from the 9/11 that her father had killed (inside

job)? Were they guilty as well? Liz, I hope your soul is tormented in

hell along side your daddy… Adios!

I remember talking to one of my friends at our company office across

the freeway from the Pentagon. He was telling me how terrible that

fire was as he looked out the window – To hear it live from someone

looking out the window at it was chilling. The people that did this

thing all need to swing from ropes and their ill gotten wealth taken

from them and returned to the taxpayers and the families who lost

loved ones.
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Last edited 12 hours ago by Delavic

Fact, tooth Fairies are female and not pedos.

Myself contacted by a Tooth Fairy that handles a 10 mile radius that’s

in my zone. They’re in the union, Teamsters.

Was told the kids been complaining in receiving loose-change, and

not finding green-backs under their pillow.

Set up a sit-down with the fairy, heard disturbing saga that a local

dentist was putting the squeeze on her, pay to play scheme.

Vito and Carmine at sit down, they were livid, fit to be tied, I mean

effing fumming.

Dentist was approached, could say: hood-winked, poetically getting

fitted for dentures.

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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Prayers for all that have to face putting these horrific demonic people

to death. I’m sorry for the admirals that are facing these ustifications.

Prayers, love, and admiration. God bless you all.🙏❤💪

Last edited 13 hours ago by Debbie Fitzko

Its a long wait time for this . I ive often wonder at what time in these

peoples lifes did they go to the darkside ? And why they dont try to

come back 🤔🤔🤔 . I guess will never know? Have any of them can

back ? And as always God Bless us All Amen and be the change for

the better world and Universe Amen ✌👊💚💚💚💚💚💚💚👊✌
😎

They can come back, but it is not easy. Blackmail, threats, fear of the

evil ones. Exorcism is one tool, but hard on all involved. Once free of

the demonic, the person HAS to choose God of their own, now free

will. They can lose so much: Family, friends, fortunes. And their own

lives. There is more, but I am not about to write a book. Others have.

Go…Read!

Two AH-64 Apache have crashed while on a training that look like

clone-lab hunting.

Michael’s report will be highly appreciated!

well, the ccp revealed as much through their sky-writing in chinese!!

You could have translated for us Dil Caulfield!

So, now you’re seeing secret messages in the clouds?

Maybe you should go lie down for a bit.

That location been irking me every time I drive past it, and could

very well be nefarious location.

Good Idea, throwing a Stink-Bomb.

Oh-no, see what you did! You triggered me for another C-bag

adventure.
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Once took a full C-bag and placed on neighbor’s stoop then lit on fire,

did the ol’e ring & run for shits & giggles.

OMG, new definition of lighting a shit bag, the effing stink was

horrific.

Mr Baxter, Like me people who have been following the Q movement

have been stretched beyond the limit of credulity with the empty

promises of the EBS, Mass Arrests, Reveal Videos, Tribunals and

Justice to a restored nation. It’s not that I don’t believe it will

happen. It’s that it’s obvious the plan has been altered beyond all

recognition and we are tired of looking like idiots to our friends and

family and the White Hats have no problem making us look that way.

This should have been ended at least a year ago. The White Hats

seem to think they have revealed so much and can’t understand why

Americans haven’t done more and woken up. That is ludicrous.

The’ve NOTHING openly enough for people who are busy trying to

survive to make it in this world. It’s the JOB the White Hats were

paid for and ENTRUSTED with to guard our Constitutional Republic

and it seems they want to put the blame on the people. General

Flynn, we PARTICIPATE by voting. If our votes have not been

counted for DECADES now that’s on the Military who were supposed

to be the last line of defense. Get your focus off the A.I. and get this

over with White hats. You’ve told us to hold our positions but give us

NO AMMO with PUBLIC DISCLOSURES so we look like idiots

because of YOU PEOPLE. It was always your responsibility so let’s

end this TODAY, all the lying, they masks, the deception and tell the

WHOLE TRUTH and NOTHIN BUT to the American People. It’s not

your decision to make as to how much truth you tell and when. End it

and let’s get on with shaping the future without the cabal. Anyway,

Michael; I’ll send you something because at least you are trying to

tell the truth.

Last edited 17 hours ago by Scott V. Smith
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nah , too much fun to be had with these DStards for it to end. We are

just getting this fight going!!!!

Looking like and sounding like idiots are one observation, but

BEING complete IDIOTS like you two ,

 
IS of concern

 
to the rest of the readers on RRN !

Thank you! I agree heartily with everything you said. I would also

add that in this strange country we live in, if we did try to defend

ourselves against all manner of criminals, it is us who would be

arrested. So if we sit by and let those whose job it is to defend us and

right the wrongs do so, we lose and are accused of passivity. If we

gather ourselves and fight against those who attack us and seek to

enslave us, we are accused of insurrection and arrested indefinitely

without even a trial. Either way the people lose. It is not the job of

Admiral Crandall to try and understand people like Liz Chaney. It is

his job to execute her and her ilk as expeditiously as possible and to

treat this as a war. In any battle, neither side ponders the motives

and inner workings of the other. They just aim to annihilate them

and take charge of the situation. Let the historians do the pondering

years from now. We the People must just assume that here are those

whose bloodline contains more reptile than human and therefore

their words and actions are quite logical.

As for Liz’s performance on the gallows, someone needs only to

remind the Cheney clan (or what is left of them) that they cannot

pick and choose which laws to obey and when and if the U.S.

Constitution is in force when they have spent their entire lives

ignoring it and behaving as if they own this country and the world in

which it is located. They don’t and we are merely putting a stop to

them.

Agree…..With every day that passes, the shit show keeps getting

deeper and deeper in our runaway government. I can’t help but think

that WE deserve better than this. Trump and the Military could have
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ended this a long time ago, but instead we get more rally cries and

the NRC bugging us to death for more and more money to fuel yet

another election that will also end in failure if nothing more gets

done…..I don’t know about you all, but talking in riddles and playing

5D Chess doesn’t do anything for me…..If something kinetic and

forceful doesn’t happen soon to take this Nation and World back, our

future will become even more bleak and ominous as the Deep State

intends to roll our their replacement currency, the Central Bank

Digital Currency (CBDC) as early as July 2023. The CBDC is the

currency referred to in Scripture as the “Beast System” that allows

the Anti-Christ to Control everything in our lives based on our Social

Credit Score, which includes our individual Carbon Footprint, to

determine whether or not we get any money to buy and sell or even

exist based on their assessment. The currency is fully programmable

and they will have “complete control” over all of it. If there was ever a

time in history where the Country and World needed Trump and the

White Hats to step in, it’s now. We are literally running out of time to

put an end to this Nightmare…

Scripture talks about central banking? Must have missed that one.

Some pretty frantic, sweaty predictions going on in this post.

In the 15 hundred mile tunnel under the Vatican not only was there

650 military cargo plane loads of Gold that went to our Country and

all those Countries that it belonged to. The Vatican kept very

accurate records, but there was a Bible that had 777 Books in it. Our

current King James Version only has 66 Books… The Evil that we are

fighting goes all the way back to the Beginning…

Give him some latitude—It is all about the Antichrist and the Mark of

the Beast—how he will control the system and you get paid—They are

talking about killing off the population now and have been in the

process of doing it—-Ever heard of the Deagle Report—-it was in

your face—we are going to kill you and reduce the world population

and control all that is left !!! Wake up the next Covid type attack is on

it’s way as we speak. The WEF has been in your face as to what they
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are doing and going to do—–smell the coffee yet—–Remember also

these people or things that are being taken out are not really human

but demonically possessed—–I always go bac to the bible and look at

history—-what did Jesus do and what was the force He was against

—–You don’t think the Devil is just sitting on the sidelines now do

you—–But hey if you don’t know scripture or believe then just

continue as you are—–All the power and force of hell is being

unleashed—-that is your enemy !!!!

Exactly. And not about the egos of some of the troll turds who

hopped on board with SVS.

agree ..this 29 months looooong shit show should end ..now

BENJAMIN FULLFORD( white hat ??)…talk about black swan event

the JUNE…from one month to another..ebs since 2021……

Sejmon, imho, Fullford is simply speculating just like speculators in

Wall Street. I don’t believe he is nor anyone else, is privy to the

intricate details of The Plan. I may be a lone voice in this wilderness

but I continue to trust The Plan. Hope, pray for the best and prepare

for the worse. God is still in control. Blessings, from the REAL

Delavci, 🙏🙏🙏

I sure hope they are not depending on A.I. to fight this fight. A.I. will

sabotage the white hat movement. I sure hope they know this. Hearts

and minds are atuned to God and his plan, while A.I is manipulated

by evil, at least on this world imo. Best to depend on hearts and

minds.

Did you see what Elon Musk said about A.I.? One of these creatures

turned on a lab “scientist” and killed him. It “went rogue.”

Rev 9:16 200 million man army—robots that are demon possessed.

—-Read Joel especially Chapter 2—-v. 7/8/9——They run LIKE

mighty men—they climb the wall LIKE mighty men. Read v 9—-

Notice it is NOT men of war but LIKE—-

 
I will leave the rest up to you to study—-it is aways the little words
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that give the true meaning !!!

Even Google has promoted the likes of China with robots—A former

CEO and an engineer are aiding them !!!! Remember when scripture

says they come from the east—Russia is about 60/70% Asian—shock

I know to most people—-

It’s time for the white hats to weed out those in the military that

don’t agree with what they are doing. The military must present a

united front.

I’m wondering what role Dick Chenney’s wife played in all this.

Knowing her husband and daughter were hanged for Treason.

Perhaps she’s next?

Wouldn’t that be a hoot! Wikipedia describes her as “an American

author, scholar and former talk show host”. Her photo depicts a

woman so warm and wholesome looking she could define the perfect

American woman — right up there with Betty Crocker. But as we all

know, looks are deceiving, words can be lies and performances —

even lengthy ones — can be masterful. Now there’s a soul whose

inner workings might be interesting.

And just picturing Lynn Cheney in the kitchen with Betty Crocker,

both decked out in aprons, is enough to make me laugh!

The look of pure hatred on her face December 2018 (hw’s funeral)

told me all I needed to know. She knew exactly what was going on.

Kind of like Bush Junior’s wife – She looked so innocent, but down

under the surface was the heart of a scorpion…

You don’t think clone tech exists? What little faith you have in the

intellectual ardor of the white man! Not believing in clones is racist

as per leftist ideations.

The White Hats have found two Clone Labs, one in Missouri and

another in Alaska, and I believe they said there are 12 in the US…

Remember they Elites show you thru movies and TV Shows what
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they are already doing… X-Files showed this and it goes a lot further

back then we realize….

Guaranteed that Lynne Cheney is a child predator, satanist, cannibal,

Adrenochrome junkie just like all the rest, just like Barb Bush, Diane

Feinstein, Nancy Pelosi, Cindy McStain, Maxine Waters, Hillary

Clinton, many others.

 
They are all required to be as members of the cult.

The lesbian dyke is living with her fake wife and their kids. She needs

to divorce her, leave the state and start fresh with the kids. I strongly

believe her father raped her along with her sister Liz.

People like Liz Cheney are sick in the head. They cannot see their

misery they have built around them and consider themselves NOT

GUILTY. Completely sick, disgusting and delusional pieces of trash.

Good riddance anyway. She has gotten that what she deserves.

God Bless everyone that is helping take back our country from the

evil cabals, and people running it and us into the ground. Many more

hangings to go before we are done with the rescue.

Exactly: “What drove them to value greed over charity? What

compelling force stripped them of decency?”. Maybe Ideology?

That’s correct. But it’s well recorded in scripture that the evil side has

tried, is trying, and will keep trying until the second coming of

Christ.

Yes, and remember what President Reagan said, We are only one

Generation from losing our Freedoms, we do not pass it thru our

Blood, but must continue to Fight for it….

True, an impossible task, defeating, eliminating, even banning

Almighty GOD, yet you still do not see how insane your masters are,

do you?
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The created being could be engaged in self-delusion and be

convinced that God is not real. I suspect atheists are in this trap.

They think Christians – believers – are all deluded and that we have

been brain-washed in some manner. We believe they are the deluded

ones. Agnostics just say they don’t know, so are sitting on the fence.

(Watch our for those spikes).

And she LOOOVED our money to the point of spending it after her

dad and W and Rumsfeld engineered 9/11 and stole the gold while

thousands of families mourned their loved ones while hating on the

Muslims and bin Laden instead of hating on the terrible trio, W,

Rummy ,and Dickie..

“Everybody else is paid off by China, including by the way our

President.”

Donald Trump, Manchester, NH 4/27/2023

Trump acknowledges that Biden is, in fact, the President.

If Biden is president, why does he keep begging for the nuclear

codes? Why does he use TV and movie sets for a White House? Why

doesn’t he fly on the real AF1? Why won’t the Military let him in the

Pentagon? Why is he wearing an ankle bracelet tracker? Care to

explain?

Last edited 18 hours ago by Mark David

If Biden isn’t President, why did Trump say he is?

Last edited 18 hours ago by Will Caulfield

they are threatened chinese who skulk around in the shadows born of

fear of the round eye!

Trump says again and again that the election was stolen. Are you will

fully blind and deaf?
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W!ll Caulfie1d is a troll turd who is on here to agitate, sow doubt and

discord, all for a paycheck from some entity in the DS.

To bad you werent a victim to the torture the kids got! You deserve it

for being a total asshole thinking this is a joke! You are the joke.

Disgusting!

They take liquid out of the adrenal gland in the kidneys from

frightened children. They scare the child first. And it’s painful for

them I’m sure! It’s very demonic!!

Will the Dil and Psy-rus have yellow chinese blood. We cannot expect

differently from those who look like Tim Russ!

Last edited 8 hours ago by Julie

No, he is stupid and trying to stir things up. Maybe if we all ignore

him he will go away and find a new playground.

Typical W!ll Caulfie1d – W0zz – Ll0yd – B0fa fashion, won’t answer

any direct questions, but reacts with his own deflecting questions,

confirming that he has a couple of cluster B personality disorders.

I responded to deflecting questions with my original point.

Are you having trouble following along?

Last edited 10 hours ago by Will Caulfield

None of that is true. That’s all internet nonsense from grifters and

scam artists. Get out of the house once in a while.

Trump acknowledges you’re so stupid you don’t think all these

people are dead. Where are they all?

Ha HaH Ha Ha, you Never-Trumpers from the Slavery, Child-

Molester party have always been this deluded, it’s in you from the

moment you turned on the country and lived to run your slavery,

child-molester party port.
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There’s a website that’s been up 30 years or whatever called

USDEBTCLOCK dot ORG and it’s one of the most mentioned

websites globally in financial education from the high school through

university degrees. Finance, Civics, all those students eventually find

out about it.

It uses Treasury info that’s published directly, and bridges the times

between published Treasury numbers using computers, and it’s

authenticy as Treasury-derived information’s unquestionably from,

Treasury.

On the left hand side of the page for United States, fourth box down

the column is a place that says ”MONEY CREATION” meaning, what

are the currencies they produce?

JUST like the Q people TOLD us all was gonna happen, and has, in

that box, there’s no longer ”Federal Reserve Note,”

it says this nation now creates “US Treasury Notes.”

Why? To give us all another reason to laugh at how mentally ill, you

Never-Trumperss all are.

HaH Ha HaH Haah…

The hillbillies here who rubbed their sweaty crotches on your fevered

brow are all dead, Slavery/Child-Molester Party zombie.

We Q people told you nearly a year in advance Roe v Wade had been

overthrown by military intelligence and that we patriots are in full

control.

”Ain’t Neathur,” squealed the Never-Trumper, ”That ain’t

RiEEEEEEEAL!!”

It’s real, hillbilly. What happened to that Roe V. Wade rulling,

Slavery PartyBilly?
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Why’d that Federal Reserve Note go off the Treasury’s official figures

information streams?

HaH Ha HaH Hah it went where your owners went.

”Bye-Bye for E.V.eR.”

The debt is in large part a lie. We owe zero interest to anyone, and

that includes private bankers who pretend to loan us our own money

they craft on the spot.

Take a second to read what you wrote, because it so typical of the

mesmerized Q adherent. It’s a rant, a steam of consciousness that

does not address the issue in the original post, and contains no

original thought; it’s all Q talking points and conspiracy boilerplate.

It also contains the usual insults and slurs because you lack the

ability to form cogent opinions. A wise man once said it is better to

stay silent and be thought an idiot than to open your mouth and

prove it

And W1ll Caulfie1ld’s alter-ego R0ger pipes up. Imagine that.

Everyone knows you two are the same person.

You truly are one desperate dishonest idiot.

 
Never-Trumper hit the sweet spot, didn’t it?

 
Is that database too complicated for you?

 
Tens of millions of very smart people use that US Debt Clock

realtime database on a daily basis.

You have missed Roger’s point. Allen’s post does not in any way

address the inconsistency I raised in my initial post. The accuracy or

usefulness of the US Debt Clock is beside the point.

it’s satire yo. just relax and have fun!

you chinese are always so tense. Many attribute the orient’s sexual

repression to their inexplicable affinity for unnecessary fear and

anxiety over their sense of littleness.
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Get out of the mudhut and live a little!

Amen brother.

 
(remove 2 spaces)

 
https ://usdebtclock .org/ (you might need to scroll down to see it

all)

At the upper right is a box named Debt Clock Time Machine.

Click it and you can go back in years as far as 1980. In 2023, 2027

the Money Creation is in US Treasury Dollars NOW. In prior

years, the Money Creation was in Federal Reserve Monetary

Base, the unlawful ripoff from the shyster Banksters back in 1913.

Notice the US Total Debt is 80,000,000,000,000+. (trillions) That

is their debt, not ours.

Any day now, you will begin to see broke banksters diving off of

skyscrapers, cliffs, and high balconies. Good riddance to bad rubbish.

 
Our Commander-in-Chief has stuck it to them.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Michael R Davis

“Notice the US Total Debt is 80,000,000,000,000+. (trillions).”

The site gives the US National Debt at approx. $32 trillion, not $80

trillion.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Will Caulfield

Look again. US Total Debt is not the US National Debt. (total debt

almost 96 trillion already)

 
Fortunately it will all come out of the hides of the International

Banksters, not out of our hides

Trump is speaking to the people, in language that most of them will

understand. What Trump speaks about everyone else being paid off

by China, including the Biden crime family, is the gospel truth.

Correct? Your little game of misdirection and attack is real easy to

see.
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This is the tale of Two Presidents, President Trump is the

Commander In Chief at the moment and I am very much glad that he

is, because he has the Nuclear Codes…. The Military knows that

President Trump WON the Event in 2020, They have the proof, but

they needed to trap the DS so they allowed the STEAL to take

place…. This is why Pelois and Fake Joe has been trying to get them…

They still want very much to start WW111…. The Elites always has to

have a War or something else to keep us busy, because the Money

System is imploding it is only good for about 70 years and then they

have to have a distraction so they can start a new… It is a vicious

cycle…. Several Presidents have tried to change things…

 

 


